Death from petrol inhalation after an armoured vehicle rollover

M L Davies, T K Rowlands

A case is reported of cardiac arrest in a young man after an armoured vehicle rollover accident. The proposed mechanism of death is myocardial sensitisation to endogenous catecholamines after exposure to petroleum fuel.

We would like to report a case of cardiac arrest in a young fit man. The arrest occurred after an armoured vehicle accident in which the victim sustained no life threatening injuries. The pathophysiology of the arrest is related to organic solvent myocardial sensitisation and will be further alluded to in the history and discussion.

The incident occurred during Exercise Phantom Bugle, one of the British Army’s major armoured vehicle exercises. Exercise Phantom Bugle is an armoured infantry battle group exercise deploying onto a major military training area in the United Kingdom. It is conducted four times a year and involves about 1200 troops from infantry, armour, aviation, and support units from across the United Kingdom. The troops are deployed in a variety of military vehicles, most of which are armoured tracked vehicles including Challenger 2 Main Battle tanks, Warrior Armoured Fighting Vehicles, FS 430 Armoured Personnel Carriers and the focus of this report the Sabre CVR (T) armoured reconnaissance vehicle (fig 1).

The aim of the exercise is to test the abilities of military commanders in a simulated battle environment.

CASE HISTORY

The patient, a 37 year old army major was mounted at the commander’s position in the turret of a Sabre CVR (T) armoured reconnaissance vehicle at the beginning of the final day of Exercise Phantom Bugle. The vehicle was in the process of positioning itself in preparation for the start of that day’s battle, when it lost control of its lower track on a grassy knoll. This resulted in the vehicle toppling over into a ditch during which the patient sustained an injury to his head.

The remaining two occupants of the vehicle were distressed but otherwise uninjured and extracted themselves from the vehicle. The patient however remained trapped within the turret opening by his leg. He was conscious from time of the accident until he arrested about five minutes later. During this time he was reportedly fully orientated and able to maintain a lucid conversation with the uninjured parties.

During the accident the upturned vehicle had spilt its load of petroleum fuel into the ditch in which the vehicle came to lie. This had the effect of allowing petroleum vapours to accumulate in the air being breathed by the casualty.

The patient told his colleagues that he was “losing it”, and fell unconscious, on examination by his fellow soldiers no pulse was palpable, and the patient was extricated urgently from the vehicle and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) was started according to basic life support protocols and help sought. Two military medical officers, who were positioned with the exercise’s command elements, were covering the exercise. They were immediately summoned by radio and arrived at the scene about 15 minutes later to find that two person CPR was in progress.

On arrival the airway was maintained with jaw thrust and oral airway adjunct. Bag-valve-mask ventilation was started together with supplementary oxygen (15 l/min). CPR was continued, intravenous access obtained and fluid resuscitation begun for presumed traumatic blood loss, resuscitation drugs were administered as per ALS protocol. On examination the casualty was found to have a friction burn injury to his forehead with no other apparent external injuries. Arrangements were made for a Lynx helicopter to evacuate the casualty to the nearest emergency hospital. In the meantime CPR was continued, and the patient packaged with endotracheal intubation and cervical spine triple immobilisation, no defibrillator was available at scene. Transport to hospital took 20 minutes flying time and CPR was continued throughout.

On arrival at the receiving hospital the patient was found to be in ventricular fibrillation and was cardioverted to sinus rhythm on his second shock as per ALS resuscitation algorithm. His Glasgow Coma Score remained 3 despite adequate cardiac output; on further examination blood was found to be coming from the left external auditory meatus. A diagnostic peritoneal lavage was performed, which was negative. Computed tomography of his head on admission revealed global cerebral oedema with signs of raised intracranial pressure, later he was assessed for brain stem death and his ventilatory support was removed the next day.

A postmortem examination was conducted shortly after death and the following findings noted.

Central nervous system

The skull contained a 3 cm linear base of skull fracture running transversely in the middle cranial fossa on the left. The brain was generally swollen, no haemorrhages or contusions were seen, and appearances were consistent with diffuse cerebral oedema.

Respiratory system

The bronchi contained heavily bloodstained fluid, there were bilateral pleural effusions consisting of 500 ml of straw-coloured fluid. The lung parenchyma was markedly congested and oedematous.

Figure 1 A Sabre CVR (T) armoured reconnaissance vehicle.
Cardiovascular system
The ventricles, atria, valves, and endocardium appeared normal, the coronary arteries and aorta were free from atherosclerosis.

Gastrointestinal system
The stomach contained 50 ml of slightly blood stained fluid, but otherwise normal, the liver had a mottled appearance with areas of pallor on cut section consistent with fatty change and areas of congestion. The remainder of the gastrointestinal system was normal.

The urogenital, lymphoreticular, endocrine and musculoskeletal systems were normal.

Histological examination revealed normal myocardium; congested kidneys, with granular debris in Bowman’s space consistent with shock; congested lungs with haemorrhage and oedema; brain tissue revealed no evidence of established ischaemia or axonal retraction balls. Routine toxicological analysis revealed no evidence of any abnormalities.

The cause of death was recorded as:
1a Cerebral oedema
1b Cardiac arrhythmia
1c Inhalation of petrol (gasoline) fumes.

DISCUSSION
Sudden death from inhalation of petroleum distillates is well recognised in misusers of volatile substances. Fatal accidental exposure is usually associated with ingestion of the fuel during syphoning and fatal exposure during appropriate use is rare. There are several recognised mechanisms by which death from petroleum exposure may occur. Arrhythmias secondary to sensitisation of myocardium to catecholamines, vasovagal events, CNS respiratory depression, hypoxia, and hypercapnia all have been suggested and some are dependent on the mechanism of administration. The use of defibrillation in this patient’s case was delayed because of his remote location and lack of appropriate equipment, earlier defibrillation may have improved outcome, however the use of defibrillation in this environment brings the danger of explosion and probably would not have been feasible from a safety point of view.

The proposed mechanism of death in this case is myocardial sensitisation to endogenous catecholamines and this is supported by the absence of any other significantly life threatening injury and the absence of any evidence to support the other mechanisms that have been proposed above. Vasovagal events are associated with the application of cold liquid or spray to the oropharynx. CNS respiratory depression would be evident from the history with a gradually reducing level of consciousness and there is no reason that the patient should have become hypoxic or hypercapnic from the history. The authors are unaware of any specific toxicological or biochemical markers, which would support the conclusion that acute inhalation of petrol fumes caused the death.

Death from inhalation of petroleum fumes is rare and death after accidental exposure is even less common. We have reported what we believe is the first case of accidental exposure after a vehicle accident. A programme of dieselisation of military vehicles is currently underway and we hope that because of the lower volatility of diesel that the chances of a recurrence of this case are low within this environment.

Tension pneumothorax: eyes may be more diagnostic than ears
S Leigh-Smith, G Davies

A case is presented of unilateral tension pneumothorax in an awake patient who was seen in prehospital care after a significant fall. Because of extrication difficulties it was 40 minutes after the accident when he was first seen and by this stage the tension pneumothorax was well developed. Many features that are taught as “classic” of tension pneumothorax were absent but various other clinical signs were present to aid the diagnosis, and these are reviewed.
could just about cooperate with extrication commands. There was no room for a stretcher in the lift shaft. He underwent a rapid extrication in an ambulance chair with a Stiffneck collar followed by administration of oxygen.

Examination revealed; a minor occipital contusion but no other external sign of injury, marked agitation, GCS 10 (V1M6E4), moving all four limbs, marked cyanosis, respiratory rate of 30+, warm and well perfused peripheries, heart rate 135, Spo2 unrecordable on 15 litres oxygen with reservoir bag, blood pressure 137/67, central trachea, equal thoracic resonance bilaterally and equal air entry bilaterally but with scattered crepitations.

There was no evidence of flail chest and a provisional diagnosis of unilateral or bilateral tension pneumothorax was made.

Further careful visual inspection in an attempt to lateralse his thoracic injury revealed subtle signs of left sided thoracic hyperinflation and hypomobility. Left sided needle thoracocentesis in the 2nd ICS MCL produced a brief hiss of air but with no clinical improvement. Left sided tube thoracostomy was immediately performed after sedation and analgesia with 3 mg midazolam and 20 mg ketamine. This resulted in a large hiss of air that continued for some seconds along with a small haemothorax. SpO2 improved mine. This resulted in a large hiss of air that continued for some seconds along with a small haemothorax. SpO2 improved.

DISCUSSION
Tension pneumothorax is one of six conditions listed as “immediately life threatening thoracic injuries” in ATLS teaching. Rapid treatment is required and as such the diagnosis usually relies on clinical signs. Five standard texts list a variety of signs that are variably present to make the diagnosis.

The presence of cyanosis is Fio2 dependent. Gradually developing hypoxia is a consistent feature of developing tension pneumothorax if patients are breathing air. This patient's Spo2 may have been less than 66% as it has been suggested that this is the highest level at which cyanosis (with a normal haemoglobin) is clinically detectable.

In a patient who is in severe respiratory distress with tension pneumothorax as a provisional diagnosis it is desirable to be able to lateralise the disease clinically. However, the classically taught tracheal deviation is often absent and at best an inconsistent or late finding. Comparing this case report with the signs listed in these standard texts only one gives over-inflation and spayed ribs as signs of the disease. Although not commonly reported ipsilateral hyperinflation and hypomobility have been mentioned in other case reports. Hyperinflation (along with ipsilateral diaphragmatic depression) has however been noted ipsilaterally in chest radiographs of tension pneumothorax. This ipsilateral hyperinflation is a late sign of tension as earlier on there will be hypoxaemia and hypomobility due to collapse of the lung and pain limitation of thoracic movement.

The other commonly taught lateralising signs of hyper-resonance and decreased air entry have been previously noted to be absent even in an advanced state of the disease process. Other authors have commented on the poor reliability in eliciting chest signs by chest physicians and doctors in the accident and emergency department—let alone in prehospital care.

This case report also adds further to the existing evidence base that needle thoracocentesis may be an unreliable treatment for tension pneumothorax.

In conclusion, tension pneumothorax may be a difficult diagnosis to make with variable presentation of signs. Deliberate and careful visual inspection of the chest wall may reveal useful clinical signs. In a supine patient this must be done by getting down to the level of the patient. Careful looking along the line of the thorax may detect subtle differences in thoracic size and mobility.
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